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Step 1: ‘What To The Slave Is The Fourth Of
July?’: Descendants Read Frederick
Douglass' Speech | NPR
https://tinyurl.com/5ddtvrea
What To The Slave Is The Fourth Of July?

Questions

1.Explain the central idea and purpose of the speech.
2. Explain why NPR would use his descendants.
3. Evaluate the effectiveness of incorporating the
descendants of Fredrick Douglas.
4. Explain how Douglass establishes and achieves his
purpose(s) through diction and syntax.
5. Explain how Douglass establishes and achieves his
purpose(s) through rhetorical appeals and/or
figurative language.
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Step 2: Read through the following resources to determine
how they connect thematically to Adichie's speech. There
are multiple thematic ideas to consider. See the list
provided.
Then, choose 3 that have the same thematic idea running
through all 3 AND the video. These 3 must create a winning
Tic Tac Toe line (vertical, horizontal, or diagonal). Click on
the sources to access the documents.

Sources:
“Address to
William Henry
Harrison”by Chief
Tecumseh

“For the Equal
Rights
Amendment”
Chisholm, Shirley

“What’s Wrong
with ‘Equal Rights’
for Women?”
Schlafly, Phyllis

“Checkers”
Speech by
President Nixon

“Not Waving But
Drowning” Smith,
Stevie

“The Second
Coming” Yeats,
William Butler

“Cross of Gold”
Speech Bryan,
William Jennings

“House Divided”
Speech Lincoln,
Abraham

“Ozymandias”
Shelley, Percy
Bysshe
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Step 3: Figure out how you want to present this
information! Choose one!
Create a slideshow and present your 3 connections to
the video in a video using a platform such as Flipgrid or
Loom.
Create a poster board detailing your 3 thematic
connections to the video.
Write an essay detailing the 3 connections to the video.

Step 4: Plan for what needs to be included.
For each source you connect to the video, you must include:
2 pieces of Textual evidence from the sources in the Tic
Tac Toe grid that links to the video thematically. 1 piece
of evidence from the video.
You must also include your explanation linking the
evidence to the thematic idea you selected.
You need to do this for each source in the grid- so, 3
plans total!

Step 5: Conclusion
Once you have your quotes and analysis figured out,
you need to include a paragraph of about 300-400
words connecting all 3 sources from the grid to each
other and the video!
Be convincing!
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Specifics:

Slideshow and presentation:
slides must have headings
slides must have quotes from both the tic tac toe option
AND the video
slides must be aesthetically pleasing
You might be asked to present
You must include analysis either on the slide or verbally
·
Poster Board:
poster must have visuals in addition to writing
poster must be legible
poster must have headings
poster must have quotes from the sources in the grid AND
the video
you must use the entire space on the board
poster must be aesthetically pleasing
you might be asked to present
Essay:
essay must have at least 5 paragraphs (intro, 1 body for
every source selected and their connection to the
video=400 words or more EACH, and a conclusion
connecting everything together)
must be typed, double-spaced, and at least 1300 words- I
will check your word count.
Must include at LEAST 3 quotes per body paragraph- 2
from source and 1 from video!
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Theme Sheet Handout

Beauty of simplicity
Capitalism – effect on the individual
Change of power – necessity
Change versus tradition
Chaos and order
Character – destruction, building up
Circle of life
Coming of age
Communication – verbal and nonverbal
Companionship as salvation
Convention and rebellion
Dangers of ignorance
Darkness and light
Death – inevitable or tragedy
Desire to escape
Destruction of beauty
Disillusionment and dreams
Displacement
Empowerment
Emptiness of attaining false dream
Everlasting love
Evils of racism
Facing darkness
Facing reality
Fading beauty
Faith versus doubt
Family – blessing or curse
Fate and free will
Fear of failure
Female roles
Fulfillment
Good versus bad
Greed as downfall
Growing up – pain or pleasure
Hazards of passing judgment
Heartbreak of betrayal
Heroism – real and perceived
Hierarchy in nature
Identity crisis
Illusion of power
Immortality
Individual versus society
Inner versus outer strength
Injustice
Isolation
Isolationism – hazards

Knowledge versus ignorance
Loneliness as a destructive force
Losing hope
Loss of innocence
Lost honor
Lost love
Love and sacrifice
Man against nature
Manipulation
Materialism as downfall
Motherhood
Names – power and significance
Nationalism – complications
Nature as beauty
Necessity of work
Oppression of women
Optimism – power or folly
Overcoming – fear, weakness, vice
Patriotism – positive side or complications
Power and corruption
Power of silence
Power of tradition
Power of wealth
Power of words
Pride and downfall
Progress – real or illusion
Quest for discovery
Quest for power
Rebirth
Reunion
Role of men
Role of Religion – virtue or hypocrisy
Role of women
Self – inner and outer
Self-awareness
Self-preservation
Self-reliance
Social mobility
Technology in society – good or bad
Temporary nature of physical beauty
Temptation and destruction
Totalitarianism
Vanity as downfall
Vulnerability of the meek
Vulnerability of the strong
War – glory, necessity, pain, tragedy
Will to survive
Wisdom of experience
Working class struggles
Youth and beauty

https://lah.elearningontario.ca/CMS/public/exported_courses/EWC4U/exported/EWC4UU2/EWC4UU2A1/_teacher/A%20Huge%20List%20of%20Common%20Themes%20-%20Literary%20Devices.pdf
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This project was created for you by
Michelle Lindsey
Co-author of 3 Minute Tips for Teachers

Visit our website

www.teacherswithtips.com
for more free resources!

